Challenges and Opportunities in Annotating a Multimodal Collaborative Problem-Solving Task
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Abstract. We present an annotation scheme for an upcoming data collection of small group work with the long-term goal of developing an AI partner for collaborative learning. The annotation scheme couples automatically extracted features and semantic information with collaborative problem solving (CPS) frameworks. We showcase our annotation framework with a novel collaborative problem solving task, The Weights Task, which elicits semantically rich information across all the components of the annotation scheme. The resulting annotated audiovisual recordings of small group work in a learning context will be leveraged to create robust machine learning models for AIEd technology.
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1 Introduction

Effective collaboration is a common and necessary skill seen in many areas of life, including education, community events, and the workplace. Collaborative problem solving (CPS) has been shown to be an effective pedagogical technique to improve learning outcomes in the classroom [5, 6, 9]. However, group work is not always advantageous to learning; groups that lack key features, such as clear goals and accountability, often miss out on the educational benefits of collaborative learning [10]. Teachers mitigate these losses through proper facilitation of groups, such as verifying on-task engagement and answering clarifying questions. However, teachers cannot constantly monitor every group closely, making CPS difficult to scale in the classroom. In these situations, an artificially intelligent (AI) partner can be an extremely useful tool for educators. The agent would ideally track group behavior and emulate the helpful interventions teachers provide while being readily available to each group. However, in order to train any models for use by such an agent, there is a marked need for annotated datasets which effectively demonstrate group work with quantifiable outcomes. These datasets must contain representative collaboration and multiple levels of
annotation over features pertinent to CPS, including feature recognition, semantic events, and indicators of CPS. The relevant indicators can be defined through existing frameworks for CPS [1, 7, 12].

In this paper we discuss some of the challenges inherent in gathering and annotating such a dataset and opportunities it provides. We first outline our annotation scheme, and then provide our use case in upcoming data collection. We discuss how our methods connect existing AI technology with CPS frameworks and identify items we see as limitations.

2 Data Annotation

In order to train an AI partner for collaborative problem solving, data on which it is trained needs to be annotated in a way that is compatible with traditional collaborative problem solving frameworks. Here, we showcase how we couple a scheme for AI annotation with a collaborative problem solving framework.

![Fig. 1: Weight Task annotation scheme using CPS framework [12]](image)

The complete annotation scheme is based on three tracks, separable by the complexity of each feature. Our first track — the atomic track — focuses on automated object detection, body pose detection, and automatic speech recognition using out-of-the-box packages discussed in [4]. The semantic annotation track combines those low-level features into meaningful patterns. One example of this is gesture semantics, which in our example is analyzed using Gesture AMR (GAMR) [3]. GAMR extends Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR) [2] — a graph-based meaning representation that encodes predicate-argument structure — with additional elements specific to gesture. One such element is gesture act relations, which identify how a gesture’s meaning relates to its form. Gesture
acts allow us to interpret the motions and objects identified in the atomic track. For example, a gesturer using their fingers to trace the outline of a square could be referring to a block; this is an *iconic* gesture, which describes an action or object by depicting its shape. A gesturer could also refer to the block by pointing to it; this is a *deictic* gesture, which identifies locations or objects in physical space. Applying this track of annotation to our dataset is necessary to connect our atomic features with abstract concepts by first assigning an interpretation to the features. Our highest track of annotation uses semantic features to detect events related to CPS based on existing frameworks, such as [12]. An example of this scheme being applied can be seen in Figure 1. Each track builds upon the lower track, adding progressively more information at greater levels of abstraction. This scheme highlights a process from automatic feature extraction using existing AI tools, to semantic interpretations of these features, to annotations drawn from frameworks developed for CPS, especially in the context of educational group work.

In the next section, we showcase our annotation scheme with a novel collaborative problem solving use case: The Weights Task.

### 3 The Weights Task

Here, we showcase how the annotations can be applied to a novel collaborative problem solving activity: The Weights Task. The task, depicted in Figure 2, is a novel collaborative problem-solving activity for a group of three. In the task, participants are asked to identify the weights of several blocks on the table in front of them. They are given a balance scale and the weight of one block to solve the puzzle. After completing this portion of the task, the participants are told the correct answers. Then, the researcher will remove the balance scale and give the group another “mystery” block, which they can identify through a pattern in the weights. They have two chances to identify the weight of this block. Participants are given a hint if their first attempt is incorrect. Next, participants are told there is another block and asked what the weight of this hypothetical block would be. Again, they have two chances to correctly identify the weight of the block and will receive a hint if their first answer is incorrect. To successfully complete the task, participants must identify the pattern of the blocks: their weights follow the Fibonacci Sequence (the weight of the next block is the sum of the previous two blocks).

Previous work has explored methods for eliciting collaboration between groups of people and annotating the results in the context of training an AI partner. [11] and [13] examine virtual collaboration in triads using the CPS framework developed by [12]. This framework describes three facets of CPS: construction of shared knowledge, negotiation and coordination, and maintaining team function. Figure 1 shows how a collaborative problem solving indicator from the framework of [12] couples with our annotation. This indicator corresponds with facets and sub-facets from the framework, but we have left these off the figure since they are easily inferred. Note that the annotation can be coupled with alternative collaborative problem solving frameworks, as long as those frameworks are focused around similarly time-dependent indicators.
The Weights Task is designed for in-person data collection and uses physical objects — this ensures the data is rich in both verbal and nonverbal communication, making both natural language processing and computer vision crucial elements of the pipeline. The annotation scheme encourages initial feature extraction, such as object detection and automatic speech recognition, and the combination of these multimodal elements to provide complete interpretations of the scene as action unfolds. Then, this scene can be analyzed for indicators of collaborative problem solving defined by existing frameworks.

![Fig. 2: Example of The Weights Task](image)

4 Discussion

Ultimately, we seek to create an annotated dataset which effectively represents behaviors seen in real-world small group environments. This entails prompting the behaviors seen in classrooms, including verbal and nonverbal communication between group members, interaction with the physical objects, and the emergence of group dynamics. The proposed task provides an opportunity for a group to participate in complex problem-solving that encourages communication between members. We aim to use these tasks to build a dataset rich in multiple levels of annotation focused on indicators of successful and unsuccessful group work using existing CPS frameworks. As mentioned above, we will break down annotation into a bottom-up process which applies lower-level features and builds up to more complex concepts. To capture a useful dataset, we seek feedback from the educational community about the proposed approach, its strengths and weaknesses, and features that are important in identifying the condition of working groups.

Theory in the learning sciences [8] suggests that even providing the annotations for a single indicator, such as identifying off-task discussion, is very challenging because it is contextually and temporally dependent. These challenges are alleviated in the long term through the automation of as much of the lowest-level annotation as possible [4]. It is our hope that through connecting with the educational community we can mitigate these specific issues and gain feedback on possibly overlooked items in the data collection, as well as discuss ways to more effectively apply our annotation scheme to existing frameworks.
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